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The Cartographers have announced that the Triton will drift over an old city. Aegan finds himself

lucky enough to be ready to drop in his deep-dive submersible, the Argo, and scavenge for
riches. If he can collect enough salvage, he can buy his way into the upper-decks, to the levels of
peace and quiet. For now though, he'll need to make do with the solitude of his boat as he slowly
descends to the sunken city.
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my family.Another impact rocked the small, spherical submersible, and sent an interior panel

clattering to the deck. Sharp sparks rained out of the newly exposed instruments as a tendril of

acrid smoke rose from them. If the air-scrubbers failed, there was no doubt another scavenger
would happily salvage the Argo and dump Aegan’s corpse into the ocean. He should have
replaced the filters after the last dive, but he didn’t want to spend the chips. A klaxon brought

Aegan’s attention to the control panel, flashing red lights at him.Above their incessant warnings,
a thick white tentacle slapped against the metre-wide porthole. The depths throbbed with an
eerie bioluminescence as the creature dragged its appendage across the glass. Metal groaned

under a renewed pressure. Aegan recoiled from it, fearing that the monster was searching for a
fissure or crack, trying to pry the boat open like a shell.“Fuck,” he said as he pulled back into his

chair. He flicked open a communication line through the umbilical to the mighty Triton kilometres
above.“This is the Argo, I’ve got something attached.” He swallowed to calm the panic in his

voice. “I need you to douse the lights on the umbilical, you’ve attracted something.”The radio

replied with soft static.“Great, thanks,” he muttered.With a practised movement, Aegan reached
out and cut all the circuits to the cord. Dimness overtook the small space as the battery
indicators blinked into existence, giving off their faint, reassuring yellow light. He reached for the

lever by his chair, and found his hands were slick.He wiped his hand against his pants. “I hope
this works”.Unable to avert his eyes from the tentacle outside, Aegan jerked the lever. Dull clanks
from the dome above his head reverberated in the interior. Outside, the soft light of the umbilical

vanished as the sub dropped like a stone. The creature paused its questing movement. It’s mass
gathered and tensed. Pulses of its natural light increased in both their strength and

frequency.The Argo pitched and rolled as the beast pushed against her, propelling itself away.

Hopefully it was heading back to the fluorescent lights of the umbilical. Aegan allowed himself a

breath, and a few metres of distance, before righting his boat.He took the time now to look over
the gauges in front of him, and to catch his wits. The first collision jolted him awake near the end

of the twelve hour descent. As he thought, they were only fifty or so meters from the ocean floor
now. She may be old, a thousand years old, but the Argo could still hold her own against the
cruel embrace of the sea.
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